Become compliant
with eCompetency
Pioneering software designed to work together with Redcrier Training
Solutions to deliver a complete education and assessment package.

What is eCompetency?
Offering something completely new to the market, eCompetency accompanies Redcrier
Training Solutions to provide a simple, innovative solution for health and social care
workers to test their competency skills. Designed by leading health and social care
experts, eCompetency is the first platform to combine interactive software technology
with industry standard assessment methods. Read on to see the benefits...
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Modules
With a range of mandatory modules available, employees
can access an online portal where they are presented
with a series of rooms containing potential hazards
relating to each category. In order to score points, users
are required to identify these hazards and answer a set
of questions to test their knowledge and competency all
within a limited time period.
Assessment modules offered through eCompetency
are aligned with and meet the criteria of the Core Skills
Training Framework (CSTF) which is stated on all pass
certificates. The Statutory/Mandatory CTSF allows
employers to identify and recognise any previous training
and related competencies to a standard, trust that
information and reduce duplication of training.

Working with Redcrier

Fire Safety

To deliver a seamless user experience that works fluidly
with Redcrier, eCompetency complements regulated
training with the added ability to test knowledge in a
realistic assessment environment. Upon successful
completion of an eCompetency module, users have the
ability to access a comprehensive report that is integrated
into the Redcrier system.
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Key Benefits
Practical

Time-Efficient

Remote access from any PC
or smart device meaning that
employees can undertake the
programme at a time that is
convenient for themselves and
for the business.

Each module takes a maximum of
20 minutes to complete, offering an
efficient method of testing that can
fit around the demands of day to
day work-related duties.

Cost-Effective

Increased Engagement

The system provides a costeffective solution to measuring
competency when compared to
traditional face to face learning
methods.

The interactive element of the
platform has been specifically
designed in increase engagement
throughout the assessment
process.

Targeted Learning

Industry Standard

Following the assessment,
employers will be able to identify
specific areas where improvements
are required, allowing for more
targeted learning.

eCompetency allows employers to
effectively test compliancy against
prior training in line with industry
regulations, ensuring that staff meet
best practice in their roles.

Accessible
Users have 24-hour access to an online portal
to view eCompetency modules and monitor
reports and documentation via a standalone
Learning Management System (LMS).

For more information about eCompetency and
to find out how it could work for you, contact the
team on info@redcrier.com or call 01823 332200
www.redcrier.com
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